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Going Wireless: Transform Your Business with Mobile TechnologyCollins, 2002
Going Wireless delivers the unexpected by showing how wireless is transforming every type of enterprise from micro-businesses to multi-national conglomerates.
Award-winning technology journalist Jaclyn Easton begins with an in-depth look at owning your customers and clients through mobile commerce -- whether your company focuses on...
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Alfresco 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Alfresco is the renowned and multiple award-winning open source Enterprise content management system which allows you to build, design, and implement your very own
	ECM solutions.


	You have read a number of tutorials, blogs, and books on Alfresco. Now you're in the real world, trying to use Alfresco, but you're running into...
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Mastering UDK Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Eight projects specifically designed to help you exploit the Unreal Development Kit to its full potential


	Overview

	
		Guides you through advanced projects that help augment your skills with UDK by practical example.
	
		Comes complete with all the art assets and additional resources that you need...
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Sales Promotion: How to Create, Implement and Integrate Campaigns that Really WorkKogan Page, 2010

	
		Sales promotion is one of the most powerful weapons available to sales and marketing staff, and is used more than any other type of marketing- because it works. Almost 60% of sonsumers regularly take advantage of some form of sales promotion each month.

	
		Packed with practical examples as well as new and updated case...
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The Photoshop Channels BookPeachpit Press, 2006
Using Photoshop without taking advantage of channels is a bit like attempting to make a fine recording with nothing but a crummy cassette recorder: You can do so, but the results won't be very satisfying. However, if you're new to the world of digital imaging--perhaps because you've just found your way to Photoshop after purchasing your first...
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Calculus Demystified : A Self Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2002
LEARNING CALCULUS JUST GOT A LOT EASIER!
 Here’s an innovative shortcut to gaining a more intuitive understanding of both differential and integral calculus. In Calculus Demystified an experienced teacher and author of more than 30 books puts all the math background you need inside and uses practical examples,...
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Sams Teach Yourself XML in 21 Days, Third EditionSams Publishing, 2003
Sams Teach Yourself XML in 21 Days, written by expert author Steve Holzner, offers hundreds of real-world examples demonstrating the uses of XML and the newest tools developers need to make the most of it. In Week One, he starts from basic syntax, and discusses XML document structure, document types, and the...
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When the People Speak: Deliberative Democracy and Public ConsultationOxford University Press, 2009

	All over the world, democratic reforms have brought power to the people, but under conditions where the people have little opportunity to think about the power that they exercise. In this book, James Fishkin combines a new theory of democracy with actual practice and shows how an idea that harks back to ancient Athens can be used to revive...
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The Strategy Gap: Leveraging Technology to Execute Winning StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for The Strategy Gap    

"With a better handle on the financial pulse of the business, enterprises will be better able to meet the Street’s expectations of financial transparency and corporate accountability. The writers do a masterful job of getting readers to this point of awareness, and further display their insight...
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Computer Science IlluminatedJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2015

	Each new print copy includes Navigate 2 Advantage Access that unlocks a comprehensive and interactive eBook, student practice activities and assessments, a full suite of instructor resources, and learning analytics reporting tools.

	

	Fully revised and updated, the Sixth Edition of the best-selling text Computer Science...
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Mastering SVG: Ace web animations, visualizations, and vector graphics with HTML, CSS, and JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Take the plunge and develop cross-browser-compatible and responsive web designs with SVG

	
		Key Features

		
			Master the art of custom animations and visualizations with SVG, CSS, and JavaScript
	
			Combine SVG with third-party libraries and frameworks such as React, JQuery, D3, and...
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Connective Selling : The Secrets of Winning 'Big  Ticket' SalesCapstone, 2004
Today’s corporate decision makers are more sophisticated buyers than ever before. Whilst most love to buy, all hate being ‘sold to’. They are no longer willing to be pushed, pressurized or otherwise badgered into making a decision to buy what you are offering. Indeed, the harder you push, the more likely it is that they will...
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